Abstract-Topic Modeling finds human-readable structures in large sets of unstructured SE data. A widely used topic modeler is Latent Dirichlet Allocation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The current great challenge in software analytics is understanding unstructured data. As shown in Figure 1 , most of the planet's 1600 Exabytes of data does not appear in structured sources (databases, etc) [45] . Rather it is unstrucutred data, often in free text, and found in word processing files, slide presentations, comments, etc etc.
Such unstructured data does not have a pre-defined data model and is typically text-heavy. Finding insights among unstructured text is difficult unless we can search, characterize, and classify the textual data in a meaningful way. One of the common techniques for finding related topics within unstructured text (an area called topic modeling) is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [6] . Topic modeling is widely used in SE (see Table I ) and many papers in recent years have reported topic modeling results at numerous SE venues (see Figure 2 and Table II) .
Researchers can use topic models in one of two ways. Firstly, topics may be used as feature selector that finds useful inputs which are then used by, say, a classifier to characterize different kinds of software (e.g. buggy or not [8] ). In this mode, no [45] .
human need ever read the generated topics and instabilities in generated topics is less of an issue.
Secondly, researchers may present and reflect on the generated topics in order to offer some insight into the structure of the data. In this second mode, researchers present and discuss the specifics of the generated topics in order to defend particular conclusions.
This paper is about a systematic error relating to this second mode. Specifically, we show that the generated topics from Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), a widely-used topic modeling algorithm in SE, are subject to "order effects". That is, if the order of the input examples is changed, the generated topics will also change-often dramatically so. Hence, any conclusion based on an order effect is unstable since that conclusion is the result of a (randomly selected) input ordering.
To fix this problem, we proposes LDADE: a combination of LDA and a search-based optimizer (differential evolution, or DE) [57] ) that automatically tunes LDA's < k, α, β > parameters. This paper tests LDADE on:
• Data from a programmer information exchange site (Stackoverflow); • Title and abstract text of 9291 SE papers;
• Software defect reports from NASA.
Using these datasets, we explore these research questions:
• RQ1: Are the default settings of LDA incorrect? We will show that using the default settings of LDA for SE data can lead to systematic errors since stability scores start to drop after n = 5 terms per topic. • RQ2: Does LDADE improve the stability scores? In our work, we will show dramatic improvement in the stability scores with the parameters found automatically by DE. We would strongly recommend tuning for future LDA studies.
• RQ3: Do different data sets need different configurations to make LDA stable? We will show that DE finds different "best" parameter settings for different data sets. Hence reusing tunings suggested by other researchers from other data sets. Instead, use automatic tuning methods to find the best tuning parameters for the current data set.
• RQ4: Is tuning easy? We show that, measured in the terms of the internal search space of the optimizer, tuning LDA is much simpler than standard optimization methods.
• RQ5: What is the runtime cost of tuning? The advantages of LDADE come at some cost: tuning with DE makes LDA three to seven times slower. While this is definitely more than not using LDA, this may not be an arduous increase given modern cloud computing environments.
• RQ6: Should topic modeling be used "off-the-shelf" with their default tunings? Based on these findings, our answer to this question is an emphatic "no". We can see little reason to use "off-the-shelf" LDA by those who are making conclusions out of these topics. Secondly, as witnessed by the central columns of Table I , many prior papers have commented that the results of a topic modeling analysis can be effected by tuning the control parameters of LDA. Yet a repeated pattern in the literature is that, despite these stated concerns, researchers rarely take the next step to find ways to better control tunings. To the best of our knowledge, apart from this paper, there are no reports in the SE literature of simple reproducible automatic methods that can resolve the problem of unstable topics.
Thirdly, while the specifics of this paper are about taming instability in topic modeling, we also think that this work makes a more general point. This is the second time we have applied DE to automatically adjust the control parameters of an algorithm used in software analytics. Previously [14] , we showed that (a) tuning software defect predictors can lead to large improvements of the performance of those predictors; and that (b) those tunings are different in different data sets; so (c) it is important to apply automatic tuning as part of the analysis of any new data set. Note that those old conclusions are the same as for this paper. These two results suggests that it is time to revisit past results to check:
• In the past, just how poorly have we been using software analytics in the past? • And how much better can we improve future results using methods taken from search-based software engineering?
II. RELATED WORK

A. About Tuning: Important and Ignored
The impact of tuning are well understood in the theoretical machine learning literature [4] . When we tune a data miner, what we are really doing is changing how a learner applies its heuristics. This means tuned data miners use different heuristics, which means they ignore different possible models, which means they return different models; i.e. how we learn changes what we learn.
Yet issues relating to tuning are poorly addressed in the software analytics literature. Wei et al. [14] surveyed hundreds of recent SE papers in the area of software defect prediction from static code attributes. They found that most SE authors do not take steps to explore tunings (rare exception: [59] ). For example, Elish et al. [11] compared support vector machines to other data miners for the purposes of defect prediction. That paper tested different "off-the-shelf" data miners on the same data set, without adjusting the parameters of each individual learner. Yet Wei et al. showed that (a) finding useful tunings for software defect prediction is remarkably easy using DE; (b) different data sets require different tunings; hence, for software defect prediction, (c) tuning is essential for all new data sets.
Accordingly, we are now engaged in an on-going research project that explores tuning for software analytics.
• Find some data mining widely used in SE;
• Check the conclusions of that data miner under different parameter tunings; • See if those different tunings significantly change the results of that learner; • Look for ways to better manage the exploration of those tunings.
This paper explores these four steps in the context of topic modeling.
B. About Topic Modeling
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a generative statistical model that allows sets of observations to be explained by unobserved groups that explain why some parts of the data are similar. It learns the various distributions (the set of topics, their associated word probabilities, the topic of each word, and the particular topic mixture of each document). What makes topic modeling interesting is that these algorithms scale to very large text corpuses. For example, in this paper, we apply to whole of Stackoverflow, as well as to two other large text corpuses in SE. Figure 3 illustrates topic generation from Stackoverflow. To find these words, LDA explores two probability distributions:
• α = P (k|d); probability of topic k in document d.
• β = P (w|k); probability of word w in topic k;
Initially, α, β may be set randomly as follows: each word in a document was generated by first randomly picking a topic (from the document's distribution of topics) and then randomly picking a word (from the topic's distribution of words). Successive iterations of the algorithm count the implications of prior sampling which, in turn, incrementally updates α, β.
Apart from α, β, the other parameters that define LDA are:
• k = number of topics.
C. About Order Effects
This paper uses tuning to fix "order effects" in topic modeling. Langley [18] defines such effects as follows:
A learner L exhibits an order effect on a training set T if there exist two or more orders of T for which L produces different knowledge structures.
Many learners exhibit order effects: e.g. certain incremental clustering algorithms generate different clusters, depending on the order with which they explore the data [18] . Hence, some algorithms survey the space of possible models across numerous random divisions of the data (e.g. Random Forests [7] ).
From the description offered above in §II-B, we can see (a) how topic modeling might be susceptible to order effects and (b) how such order effects might be tamed:
• In the above description, k, α, β are initialized at random then updated via an incremental re-sampling process. Such incremental updates are prone to order effects.
• One technique to reduce the effect of different data orderings is to initialize, k, α, β to some large value. The trick when applying this technique is that different data sets will requiring different initializations; i.e. the tuning process will have to be repeated for each new data set.
D. WorkArounds for LDA Instability Problem
In order to understand how other researchers have explored LDA instability, in April 2016, we searched scholar.google.com for the conjunction of "lda" and "topics" or "stable" or "unstable" or "coherence". Since 2012, there are 189 such papers, 57 of which are related to software engineering results. Of those papers:
• 28 mention instability in LDA.
• Of those 28, despite mentioning stability problems, 10 papers used LDA's "off-the-shelf" parameters; • The other papers used some combination of manual adjustment or some under-explained limited exploration of tunings based on "engineering judgment" (i.e. some settings guided by the insights of the researchers).
• Only 3 of the authors acknowledge that tuning might have a large impact on the results.
Apart from tuning, there are several other workarounds explored in the literature in order to handle LDA instability. Overall, there was little systematic exploration of tuning and LDA in the SE literature. Instead, researchers relied on other methods that are less suited to automatic reproduction of prior results.
In the literature, researchers [23] , [35] , [36] manually accessed the topics and then used for further experiments. Some made use of Amazon Mechanical Turk to create goldstandard coherence judgements [28] . All these solutions are related to results stability rather than model stability. Note that this workaround takes extensive manual effort and time.
Another approach to taming LDA instability is to incorporate user knowledge into the corpus. For example, SC-LDA [68] can handle different kinds of knowledge such as word correlation, document correlation, document label and so on. Using such user knowledge, while certainly valuable, is somewhat subjective. Hence, for reasons of reproducibility, we prefer fully automated methods.
Some researchers [33] , [52] , [58] used Genetic Algorithm (GA) to tune the parameters-but for different purposes than LDADE. Annibale et al. [52] used GAs to increase the precision of predictions made by a classifier; i.e. they are exploring supervised classification while the task explored in this paper is unsupervised clustering.
Finally, other researchers explore some limited manual parameter tuning for LDA (e.g. experiment with one parameter: cluster size) [16] , [63] tuning methods explored by this paper can explore multiple parameters. Further, our analysis is repeatable.
III. METHODS
This section describes our evaluation methods for measuring instability as well as the optimization methods used to reduce that instability.
A. Data Sets
To answer our research questions, and to enable reproducibility of our results, we use three open source datasets summarized in Table III and described below. PITS is a text mining data set generated from NASA software project and issue tracking system (PITS) reports [38] , [41] . This text discusses bugs and changes found in big reports and review patches. Such issues are used to manage quality assurance, to support communication between developers. Topic modeling in PITS can be used to identify the top topics which can identify each severity separately. The dataset can be downloaded from the PROMISE repository [40] . Note that, this data comes from six different NASA projects, which we label as PitsA, PitsB, etc.
Stackoverflow is the flagship site of the Stack Exchange Network which features questions and answers on a wide range of topics in computer programming. Topic modeling on Stackoverflow is useful for finding patterns in programmer knowledge. This data can be downloaded online 1 .
Citemap contains titles and abstracts of 9291 papers from a database of 11 senior software engineering conferences from 1993-2013. This data was obtained in the form of an SQL dump from the work of Vasilescu et al. [64] . This dataset is available on-line 2 .
For this study, all datasets were preprocessed using the usual text mining filters [13] :
• Stop words removal using NLTK toolkit 3 [5] : ignore very common short words such as "and" or "the".
• Porter's stemming filter [54] : delete uninformative word endings; e.g. after stemming, all the following words would be rewritten to "connect": "connection", "connections", "connective", "connected", "connecting". • Tf-idf feature selection: focus on the 5% of words that occur frequently, but only in small numbers of documents. If a word occours w times and is found in d documents and there are W, D total number of words and documents respectively, then tf-idf is scored as follows: Table III shows the sizes of our data before and after preprocessing. These datasets are of different sizes and so are processed using different tools:
• PITS and Citemap is small enough to process on a single (four core) desktop machine using Scikit-Learn [53] and Python.
• StackOverflow is so large (7GB) that its processing requires extra hardware support. This study used a Spark and Mllib on a cluster of 45 nodes to reduce the runtime.
B. Similarity Scoring
To evaluate topics coherence in LDA, there is a direct approach, by asking people about topics, and an indirect approach by evaluating pointwise mutual information (PMI) [28] , [50] between the topic words. We could not use any of these criteria, as it requires experts to have domain knowledge. Perplexity is the inverse of the geometric mean per-word likelihood. The smaller the perplexity, the better (less uniform) is the LDA model. The usual trend is that as the value of perplexity drops, the number of topics should grow [26] . Researchers caution that the value of perplexity doesn't remain constant with different topic size and with dictionary sizes [26] , [69] . A lot depend on the code implementation of perplexity and the type of datasets used. Since, we are using different implementations of LDA across different platforms on various datasets, we are not using perplexity as evaluation measure.
Another approach researchers have used is Jaccard Similarity [16] , [50] . We define our measure similar to it. For this work, we assess topic model stability via the median number overlaps of size n words (size of topic), which we denote n . For this measurement, we first determine the maximum size of topics we will study. For that purpose, we will study the case of n ≤ 9 (we use 9 as our maximum size since the cognitive science literature tells us that 7 ± 2 is a useful upper size for artifacts to be browsed by humans [42] ). . Next, for 1 ≤ n ≤ 9, we will calculate the median size of the overlap, computed as follows:
• Let one run of our rig shuffle the order of the training data, then builds topic models using the data; • m runs of our rig executes m copies of one run, each time using a different random number seed, • We say topics are stable, when there are x occurrences of n terms appearing in all the topics seen in the m runs.
For example, consider the topics shown in Figure 4 . These are generated via four runs of our system. In this hypothetical example, we will assume that the runs of Figure 4 were generated by an LDA suffering from topic instability. For n = 5, we note that Topic 0 of run1 scores 2 4 = 0.5 since it shares 5 words with topics in only two out of four runs. Repeating that calculation for the other run1 topics shows that:
• Topic 1 of run1 scores Figure 5 shows the n scores of Figure 4 for 1 ≤ n ≤ 9. From this figure, we can see LDA topic instability since any report of the contents of a topic that uses more than three words per topic would be unreliable. For the following analysis, we distinguish between the Raw score and the Delta score:
• The two Raw scores are the n median similarity scores seen before and after tuning LDA; • The Delta score is the difference between the two Raw scores.
The pseudocode for these calculations is shown in Algorithm 1 with the default set of parameters. In the following description, superscript numbers denote lines in the pseudocode. The data ordering is shuffled every time LDA is run 5 . Data is in the form of term frequency scores of each word per document. Shuffling is done in order to induce maximum variance among the ordering of data with different runs of LDA. Topics 6 are a list of list which contains topics from all the different runs. A stability score is evaluated on every 10 runs (Fixed), and this process is continued 10 (Fixed) times. At the end, the median score is selected as the untuned raw score ( n ) 3−11 . Hence, the runtimes comes from 10 * 10 evaluations of untuned experiment.
C. Tuning Topic Modeling with LDADE
LDADE is a combination of topic modeling (with LDA) and an optimizer (differential evolution, or DE) that adjusts the parameters of LDA in order to optimize (i.e. maximize) similarity scores.
We choose to use DE after a literature search on searchbased SE methods. The literature mentions many optimizers: simulated annealing [12] , [39] ; various genetic algorithms [20] augmented by techniques such as DE (differential evolution [57] ), tabu search and scatter search [3] , [19] , [44] , [46] ;
Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for untuned LDA with Default Parameters
Input: Data, n, k, α, β (Defaults) Output: Raw Score 1: function LDASCORE( n, Data) 2: Score ← ∅ 3:
for j = 0 to 10 do 4:
for i = 0 to 10 do 5:
data ← shuffle(Data) 6:
T opics.add(lda(k, α, β )) 7:
end for 8:
Score.add(Overlap(Topics, n, l[0])) 9:
end for 10:
Raw Score ← median(Score) 11:
return Raw Score 12: end function particle swarm optimization [51] ; numerous decomposition approaches that use heuristics to decompose the total space into small problems, then apply a response surface methods [27] , [70] . Of these, we use DE for two reasons. Firstly, it has proved useful in prior SE tuning studies [67] . Secondly, our reading of the current literature is that there are many advocates for differential evolution.
LDADE adjusts the parameters of Table IV . Most of these parameters were explained above. As to the rest:
• VEM is the deterministic variational EM method that computes α, β via expectation maximization [43] . • Gibbs sampling [22] , [67] is a Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm, which is an approximate stochastic process for computing and updating α, β. Topic modeling researchers in SE have argued that Gibbs leads to stabler models [29] , [30] (a claim which we test, below).
We manually adjust these inference techniques according to different implementations across different platforms. 23 between current solutions in the frontier. Three solutions a, b, c are selected at random. For each tuning parameter i, at some probability cr, we replace the old tuning x i with y i . For booleans, we use y i = x i (see line 31). For numerics,
to the legal range min..max of that parameter.
Algorithm 2 Pseudocode for DE with a constant number of iterations
Input: np= 10, f= 0.7, cr= 0.3, iter= 3, Goal ∈ Finding maximum score Output: Raw Score, f inal generation 1: function DE(np, f, cr, iter, Goal) 2: Cur Gen ← ∅ 3:
P opulation ←InitializePopulation(np) 4:
for i = 0 to np − 1 do 5:
Cur Gen.add(P opulation[i],ldascore(P opulation[i],n,Data) 6: end for 7:
for i = 0 to iter do 8:
N ewGeneration ← ∅ 9:
for j = 0 to np − 1 do 10:
N ewGeneration.add(S i ,ldascore(S i ,n, Data)) 13:
N ewGeneration.add(Cur Gen
a, b, c ← threeOthers(pop, old) 25:
newf ← ∅ 26:
if cr ≤ random() then 28:
newf The loop invariant of DE is that, after the zero-th iteration 7 , the Population contains examples that are better than at least one other candidate. As the looping progresses, the Population is full of increasingly more valuable solutions which, in turn, also improves the candidates, which are Extrapolated from the Population. Hence, Vesterstrom and Thomsen [65] found DE to be competitive with particle swarm optimization and other GAs.
Note that DEs have been applied before for parameter tuning (e.g. see [10] , [14] , [33] , [49] , [52] , [58] ) but this is the first time they have been applied to tune LDA to increase stability.
IV. EXPERIMENTATION
In this section, any result from the smaller data sets (Pits and Citemap) come from Python implementation based on Scikit-Learn running on a single 4-core machine. Also, any results from the larger data (Stackoverflow) comes from a Scala implementation based on Mllib running on a 45 node Spark system (8 cores per node).
Note that, for the most part, we defer the Stackoverflow results to the §V Threats to Validity where we will show that (a) topic modeling instability exists across multiple platforms and implementation languages; (b) tuning can improve stability for different platforms and implementations for LDA.
A. RQ1: Are the default settings of LDA correct?
This first research question checks the core premise of this article-that changes in the order of training data dramatically effects the topics learned via LDA. Note that if this is not true, then there would be no value-added to this paper. Figure 6 plots n vs n for untuned LDA. Note that the stability collapses the most after n = 5 words. This means that any report of LDA topics that uses more than five words per topic will be changed, just by changing the order of the inputs. This is a significant result since the standard advice in the LDA papers [34] , [52] is to report the top 10 words per topic. As shown in Figure 7a , it would be rare that any such 10 word topic would be found across multiple runs.
Result 1
Using the default settings of LDA for SE data can lead to systematic errors due to topic modeling instability. Figure 7b shows the stability improvement generated by tuning. Tuning never has any negative effect (reduces stability) and often has a large positive effect-particular after 5 terms overlap. The largest improvement we was in PitsD dataset which for up to 8 terms overlap was 100% (i.e. was always found in all runs). Overall, after reporting topics of up to 7 words, in the majority case (66%), those topics can be found in models generated using different input orderings. Accordingly, our answer to RQ2 is:
Result 2
Based on Figure 7 , we strongly recommend tuning for future LDA studies. These figures show how tuning selects the different ranges of parameters. Some of the above numbers are far from the standard values; e.g. Garousi et al. [17] recommend using k = 67 topics yet in our data sets, best results were seen using k ≤ 24. Clearly:
Result 3
Do not reuse tunings suggested by other researchers from other data sets. Instead, always retune for all new data.
D. RQ4: Is tuning easy?
The DE literature recommends using a population size np that is ten times larger than the number of parameters being optimized [57] . For example, when tuning k, α, β, the DE literature is recommending np = 30. 6 evaluations (or more) of their models in order to extract products from highly constrained product lines [56] . Hence, before recommending any search-based method, it is wise to consider the runtime cost of that recommendation.
To understand our timing results, recall that untuned, tuned LDA use Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 respectively. Based on the psuedocode shown above, our pre-experimental expectation is that tuning will be three times slower than not tuning.
Figures 12 and 13 check if that theoretical holds true in practice. Shown in blue and red are the runtimes required to run LDA untuned, tuned (respectively). The longer runtimes (in red) include the times required for DE to find the tunings. Overall, tuning slows down LDA by a factor of up to seven, but often less than five (which is very close to our theoretical prediction). Hence, we say:
Result 5
Theoretically and empirically, tuning LDA costs three to seven times more runtime as much as using untuned LDA.
While this is definitely more than not using LDA, this may not be an arduous increase given modern cloud computing environments.
F. RQ6: Should data miners be used "off-the-shelf" with their default tunings? Figure 7 shows that there is much benefit in tuning. Figures  8, 9 , and 10 show that the range of "best" tunings is very dataset-specific. Hence, for a new dataset, the off-the-shelf tunings may often fall far from the useful range. Figures 12  and 13 show that tuning is definitely slower than otherwise, but the overall cost is not prohibitive. Hence:
Result 6
If the goal is to let humans browse the learned topics, then we cannot recommend using "off-the-shelf" LDA.
Note that, as said above, this conclusion holds for unsupervised clustering applications. For other kinds of supervised classification applications, off-the-shelf LDA may suffice.
V. THREATS TO VALIDITY
The usual software analytics threats to validity hold for this paper:
• Our conclusions assume that the goal of topic modeling is to produce stable topics that humans will browse and reflect on. As mentioned in the introduction, there are class of papers that do not do that. Rather, they use LDA as part of some internal process where the topics are intermediaries used to generate some other goal [8] . As we said at the start of this paper, our results do not effect that kind of paper.
• The conclusions of this paper are based on a finite number of data sets and it is possible that other data might invalidate our conclusions. As with all analytics papers, any researcher can do is to make their conclusions and materials public, then encourage other researchers to repeat/ refute/ improve their conclusions. For example, the footnotes of this paper contain all the urls where other researchers can download our materials and explore the conclusions of this paper.
As to more specific threats to validity, one issue might be that our conclusions on "LDA" are really quirks of a specific implementation. To check this, it is insightful to compare our results with:
• The Pits and Citemap results, executed in Scikit-Learn and Python running on a desktop machine.
• The StackOverflow data set executed in Scala using Mllib running on a Spark cluster.
Another useful comparison is to change the internal of the LDA:
• Sometimes use VEM sampling;
• Sometimes use Gibbs sampling; Figure 14 : GIBBS vs VEM Figure 14 compares the VEM vs Gibbs sampling. and Figure 15 shows tuning results for StackOverflow, Citemap, and PitsA using Scala/Spark cluster (for results on other data sets, see https://goo.gl/faYAcg and https://goo.gl/UVaql1) When compared with the Python/desktop results of Figure 7 we see the same patterns:
• Tuning never makes stability worse.
• Sometimes, it dramatically improves it (in particular, see the Citemap results of Figure 15 ).
That said, there are some deltas between VEM and Gibbs where it seems tuning is more important for VEM than Gibbs (evidence: the improvements seen after tuning are largest for the VEM results of Figure 14 and at https://goo.gl/faYAcg). Another threat to validity of this work is that it is a quirk of the control parameters used within our DE optimizer. We have some evidence that this is not the case. Figure 11 and https://goo.gl/HQNASF explored a range of DE tunings and found little difference across that range. Also, Table V explores another choice within DE -how many evaluations to execute before terminating DEs. All the results in this paper use an evaluation budget of 30 evaluations. Based on the above, we offer a specific and general conclusion. Most specifically, we recommend
• Any study that shows the topics learned from LDA, then uses that display to make a particular conclusion, needs to first tune LDA. We say this since the topics learned from untuned LDA are unstable, i.e. different input orderings will lead to different conclusions. However, after tuning, stability can be greatly increased.
• Unlike the advise of Stacy et al. [34] , LDA topics should not be reported as the top ten words. Due to order effects, such a report can be highly incorrect. Our results show that up to eight words can be reliably reported, but only after tuning for stability using tools like LDADE.
• Do not download someone else's pre-tuned LDA since, as shown here, the best LDA tunings vary from data set to data set.
Our experience is that this recommendation is not an arduous demand since tuning adds less than a factor of ten to the total run times of an LDA study.
More generally, we comment that the field of software analytics needs to make far more use of search-based software engineering in order to tune their learners. In other work, we have shown that tuning significantly helps defect prediction [14] (a result that has also been reported by other researchers [52] ). In this work, we have shown that tuning significantly helps topic modeling by mitigating a systematic error in LDA (order effects that lead to unstable topics). The implications of this study for other software analytics tasks is now an open and pressing issue. In how many domains can search-based SE dramatically improve software analytics?
